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-“It had the effect of  a spell, 
taking her out of  the ordinary relations with humanity, 
and enclosing her in a sphere by herself.”

My works bring forth nostalgia in 
modernized forms. Innovative cuts 
drawing reference to historical silhouettes 
and culture evoke familiarity in memories 
and emotions. The alluring beauty in 
the unknown and imperfection is what 
forms the core aesthetic, uncovering the 
embodiment of  strange appeal. Each 
piece contains a story, mystery and 
curiosity that inform cuts and texture. 
Dark romanticism is a constant element 
that fulfills those visuals, permeated 
throughout all collections. Focus on 
quality craftsmanship aims to deliver 
ageless yet avant-garde pieces that age 
beautifully.

It is due to my penchant for old objects 
and preserving history that had led to 
the creating of  MITTERNACHT. My 
soul is akin to a cabinet of  curiosities, 
constantly in search of  an answer to the 
mysterious theories of  existence. Fashion, 
is of  a mere medium I found an interest 
in to visualise such oddities in thoughts. 

Women, beauty and the macabre. 
The real essence of  beauty lies in the 
mysteriousness of  the macabre draped on 
the natural form. 

-Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter
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-“Shall we never never get rid of  this Past? ... It lies upon the Present like a giant’s dead body.” 

-Nathaniel Hawthorne



Mitternacht AW18 was an initial concept of  discovering unorthodox 
beauty, particularly drawing inspiration from my interest in 

German expressionist films. Time travel is key to the progression of  this 
collection as my fascination with the Victorians had developed a sense of  
romanticism within the macabre. Nostalgia accompanies this, with textiles 
dyed in rusty objects reminiscent of  uncovering old belongings forgotten. 
Focusing on ideals from both the past and the present allowed a middle 

plane and space for a paradoxical beauty I was in search for.

INTRODUCTION.



“I felt that I breathed an atmosphere of  sorrow.”

-Edgar Allan Poe

PROLOGUE.



Original artwork by Vilhelm Hammershøi- Modifications by BrandiTop, Moodboard
Original artwork by Vilhelm Hammershøi, modifications done by Brandi





RESEARCH {THE MACABRE}.

It is the exuding pleasure in a person’s senses that may fulfill 
all individualistic tastes and perspectives of  ‘beauty’. 

Although there are limitless boundaries of  what defines as ‘ugly’, 
the judgement on the ugliness of  an object can be based on its core ability to excite disgust.

Philosophy researcher Mojca Küplen quoted Kant in Beauty, Ugliness and the free play 
of  imagination that “a beauty of  nature is a beautiful thing; the beauty of  art is a beautiful 

representation of  a thing.” (112) In this case, fashion is both a form of  art and can be a 
beautiful interpretation of  ugliness.

On the journey to discover beauty within ugliness, the macabre is taken as a subject of  
discussion for this project. Embedded in my research on Victorian culture is my appreciation 

for aged textures and history.
Elements of  the macabre in discussion here involves an understanding on German 

expressionism and Victorian culture.

The romanticizing of  grotesque items introduces an element of  elegance, creating a paradox 
between ugliness and beauty.

{ Macabre }

Adj. - Used to describe something that is very strange and unpleasant 
because it is connected with death or violence

Left, artwork by Alastair



{German Expressionism}
As a pre-world war II cultural art movement, the German expressionism movement only 

developed in the twentieth century, and persisted through the aftermath of  war. 
This movement was developed partly in response to the bourgeois culture of  Germany at that 

period. (“German expressionism collection”) 
This is shown through the focus on the gloomy aspects of  reality and can be wholesomely 

understood as a mindset rather than a mere style. 
Films and art categorized under this umbrella often contained connotations of  death and 

mainly of  stylized horror aesthetics. 
These elements were used as a method of  conveying the desolate state of  the character within. 
It is perhaps the freedom of  expressing an opposition through German expressionism and its 
ephemeral effect that drove a huge impact on art and film that lingers even in fashion today. 
Similar to the world of  films and fine arts, fashion is able to express ideas, desires and beliefs 

and to “resolve formally, at the imaginary level, social contradictions that cannot be resolved”.



{Victorian Culture}
Ideologies behind German expressionism also contain traces of  Victorian culture such as the 
normality of  death related themes, some of  which include films Vampyre and The cabinet of  

Dr.Caligari. 
It is no coincidence that the Victorian era was of  close proximity in timeline with the period of  

developing German expressionism. 
The Victorians drastically revolutionized the societal acceptance of  oddities and formed a 

culture of  their own, surrounding ideas of  the macabre. 
Presence of  such peculiarity is subliminally conveyed through the stylized horror themes of  

expressionist works. 
The Victorians naturally formed a romanticized horror as their daily lives caught up with their 

unhealthy obsessions with death and the solemnity was reduced. T
heir actions were in turn a response to the high rates of  mortality of  the period.

The Witching Hour by Bill Crisafi



INSPIRED BY {SILENT FILMS}.

After the analysis and silent films marathon, the language of silent films spoke out to me.
It is the ability to produce language through visuals. The use of chiaroscuro was important in the field of 

expressionist films to enhance a dreary atmosphere. This formed a disillusioned environment, often a reflection 
of the filmmaker’s disillusioned feelings with reality and the world surrounding them.

Distorted, abstract images were a result of the era that opposed naturalism.
The severe cast shadows conveyed exaggerated psychological states that contributed to the themes of mystery 

and disharmony. 
It is from these shadows that facial silhouettes had been adapted to this collection in the form of innovative 

patterns. 





INSPIRED BY {ART}.

Art will never be missing in my train of thoughts whilst looking for inspiration.
I was particularly intrigued by works of Alastair, Vilhelm Hammershøi, Edward Gorey and some of which
I have not mentioned here. The strokes and subliminal messages behind these illustrations and paintings 

offered me that indescribable mood. To try to put it into words, it was a state of desolation,
a place of emptiness. One with a trail of history that lay heavy on the heart and could not have been expressed 
in a better medium. Hence, I had adopted the silhouettes of some pieces as well as seeked to capture the mood.

Right, artwork by Alastair





DISCOVERING RUST.

This textile experiment was sparked by my initial obsessions with antiquity and the preservation for history and 
old objects. Rust seemed like the best proof of history’s stains.

That started my journey with rust dyeing.
The process of experimentation took months.

Proper safety tools were not utilised, however this was a small scale project.
If anyone were to adopt any steps of this experiment,

safety goggles, gloves and masks or any other pertinent safety measures are highly advised.





Part of  my rusted metals collection



First Rust dye attempt, 3-09-2017



PATTERN & DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT.

The initial ideas started off real structural, sinister and cold, perhaps due to the strong influence 
of  horror silent films. It gradually took a different turn and became softer in textures and 

shape, still maintaining some areas of  rigidness such as the raised shoulder points and blown 
up hip proportions. It became a balanced blend for me in the end, with the paradox between 

aged horror and beauty.
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TARGET AUDIENCE.

I. Market Sector

“Sensation is a prerequisite for the judging of  beautiful objects.”

-Adaptation from Immanuel Kant



BRAND POSITIONING.

Luxury High end 

Contemporary

NicheMass



STOCKISTS.

SISTERSOFTHEBLACKMOON
Location:  Global (E-commerce)

About:  Sisters of  the Black Moon was established in January               
   2010 by Sara Larocca-Ramm, Alecia Marcum, and Rachel Hunt. From its  
   inception, these women have sought to foster enduring, working relation 
   ships and collaborations with emerging, independent designers as well as  
   develop their very own collections.

Customer Profile: Women who seek a dark twist on classic garments.

Brands in store at 
the moment:  Ovate, Anutera, Fevernest, Blackhorne

Style:   High-fashion metropolises, Swedish countryside, Romanticised gothic

Variety:  Ranges from tops to coats and dresses to accoutrements

I.T
Location:  Singapore (Asia)

About:  I.T traces its beginning back to the seeds of  a simple goal: to cater the   
   young individuals with a distinct sense of  style. It all began in 1988 with
   a small 200 square-foot shop that quickly established itself  as a mecca for  
   those with an eye for fresh and fun fashion.

Customer Profile: Women and Men who seek innovative contemporary fashion.

Brands in store at 
the moment:  Gareth Pugh, Comme des garcons, ann demeulemeester

Style:   Innovative, trendy

Variety:  Ranges from tops to coats and dresses to accoutrements



AGE:    28-38

EDUCATION:   BA degree, masters degree

INCOME LEVEL:  SGD$4,000- 10,000

HOBBIES:    Watching old films, enjoy artisanal goods, supportive of  good 
cause, poetic/reads poems by Edgar Allan Poe, drinks black coffee, prefers the winter, 
explores foggy mountains and the woods, listens to post-rock as well as mozart and Soport 
Aeternus & the Ensemble of  Shadows.

FASHION OPTIONS:  Sisters of  the black moon, Black horne, Ann demeulemeester, 
Fluevog, ovate, ashleyrosecouture

GEOGRAPHIC 
LOCATION:           Global

Photograph by SistersoftheBlackMoon



She is 28 years old, currently lives in Sweden and is married. 

She is an embroidery artist and sells her works online as well 
as takes on commissioned projects. 
She is knowledgable about fashion and dresses according to a 
romanticised gothic look. 
She is always open to new and upcoming designers and 
supports these independent labels. 

She reads much poems and tends to keep a poetic view on life. 
Her favourite poet is Edgar Allan Poe. 

She is confident and independent in everything she does. 
Lending a hand to support good causes is an interest of  hers, 
as well as her appreciation for artisanal goods. 

She supports blood milk jewels because of  the victorian 
influence imbued in the designs. 
Sisters of  the black moon for their consistent curation of  
artisanal clothing and accouterments. 
Ann Demeulemeester for the choice of  textiles and dark 
romanticism. 





II. Competitors

OVATE

The use of  natural fibres brings us (Ovate and Brandi Foo) to arrive on the same chapter. 

OVERVIEW

Head office location: Montreal, Canada

Objectives:
An independent label that focuses on the craft of  clothing. 

They capture the synthesis between nature’s elegant simplicity and the spare beauty of  
minimalism. Their designs contain the essence of  history and traditional costumes within 

the considerations of  artistry and functionality. Embracing flaws and imperfections are their 
definition of  genuine beauty. 

Their designs include these techniques:
deconstruction, distressing, garment-washing, and hand-dyeing.

Common materials used:
mostly natural fibres such as cotton, hemp, wool, silk, linen, silver, leather. 

Quality of  products:
Entirely handmade by the owner and designer, Audrey and her assistant, Gabrielle. 

Service and channels:
Online based, purchases are made through their website

Primary form of  contact: email
Social media handles: facebook, instagram





MARKETING STRATEGIES

Instagram: 
Constantly updates their profile with regular posts and engagement with customers and 

community of  artisans. 
This builds a trust within the community and target audience, creating a stable consumer base. 
Additionally, their profile maintains the image of  their brand identity through consistency in 

colours and image style. 

Stockists:
They collaborate with international stockists (i.e sistersoftheblackmoon) for expanded exposure 

to a similar audience, this brings them additional revenue as well.

Variety
Their shop provides apothecary products as well.

Their offer in variety allows for a wider audience to be reached. 

Service and channels:
Online based, purchases are made through their website

Primary form of  contact: email
Social media handles: facebook, instagram



SWOT

STRENGTHS:
Affordable quality products

Offers international shipping online
Wide audience following on instagram

WEAKNESSES:
Basic designs can be seen as overpriced to new customers, caters to niche market that 

appreciates quality
Use of  real leather does not allow for huge market of  vegans

OPPORTUNITIES:
Emerging platforms for artisanal designs (stockists etc...)

Increase in marketing through google ads and instagram ads 
Increase ecommerce revenue through improving customer service on the website as well as 

exciting promotions 

THREATS:
Increase in popularity towards slow fashion provides both opportunities as well as increased 

competition
Slowing retail economy

Cheaper alternatives online



II. Competitors

HOGAN MCLAUGHLIN

It is not an easy task to find another like-minded designer whose
garments portray a romanticised side of  gothic sensibilities.

Additionally, McLaughlin often takes inspiration from history, 
which is similar to my obsessions with preserving history.

I find his innovative cutting patterns a common ground for both our brands.

OVERVIEW

Head office location: Massachusetts

About:
McLaughlin is an American fashion designer.

In 2011, he met and collaborated with artist Daphne Guinness on his first garments, 
which ended up on display in the windows of  Barneys New York Madison Avenue, and

at the Museum at the Fashion Institute of  Technology.

Their designs include these techniques:
deconstruction, innovative pattern cutting, draping

Common materials used:
silk, cashmere, linen 

Quality of  products:
Focuses on quality 

Service and channels:
Online based, purchases are made through their website

Primary form of  contact: email
Social media handles: instagram



Spring Summer 16, Hogan McLaughlin



MARKETING STRATEGIES

Instagram: 
Constantly updates their profile with regular posts and engagement with customers and 

community of  artisans. 
This builds a trust within the community and target audience, creating a stable consumer base. 
Additionally, their profile maintains the image of  their brand identity through consistency in 

colours and image style. 

Variety
They offer a range of  coats to dresses to tops and bottoms.

Furthermore, McLaughlin provides custom made designs on a clientele basis.

Service and channels:
Online based, purchases are made through their website

Primary form of  contact: email
Social media handles: instagram



SWOT

STRENGTHS:
Offers custom-made design services

A strong following on social media

WEAKNESSES:
Designs cater to a niche market that might lower the audience count

OPPORTUNITIES:
Emerging platforms for artisanal designs (stockists etc...)

Increase in marketing through google ads and instagram ads 
Increase ecommerce revenue through improving customer service on the website as well as 

exciting promotions 
Collaborations with other designers of  similar style

THREATS:
Increase in popularity towards slow fashion provides both opportunities as well as increased 

competition
Slowing retail economy

Cheaper alternatives online



II. Competitors

Gareth Pugh

This analysis was interesting to include as his designs were a blend of  
dark fairytale narratives and of  strong subliminal messages.

In terms of  silhouette and creative patterns to narrate stories,
it is similar to my experimentations with innovating pattern cutting as well as

narrative flow. His sculptural garments to distort the body is similar to my
ideas of  blowing up proportions of  the natural form.

OVERVIEW

Head office location: London

About:
Gareth Pugh started off as a costume designer and later 

finished his degree in fashion design at Central Saint Martins in 2003.
He is known for his theatrical approach to fashion as well as his innovative

patterns.

Their designs include these techniques:
deconstruction, innovative pattern cutting, draping,

innovative textiles

Common materials used:
Latex, Synthetic hair, Parachute silk, cashmere

Quality of  products:
Focuses on quality and innovativeness

Service and channels:
Flagship store in Hong Kong

Primary form of  contact: email
Social media handles: instagram



Spring 2015, Gareth Pugh



MARKETING STRATEGIES

Instagram: 
Constantly updates their profile with regular posts

This builds a trust within the community and target audience, creating a stable consumer base. 
Additionally, their profile maintains the image of  their brand identity through consistency in 

colours and image style. 

Variety
They offer a range of  coats to dresses to tops and bottoms.

Experimentation with innovative textiles each season makes it interesting for consumers. 

Service and channels:
Brick and mortar stores

Primary form of  contact: email
Social media handles: instagram



SWOT

STRENGTHS:
A strong following on social media
Reviews by Vogue for each season

WEAKNESSES:
Designs cater to a niche market that might lower the audience count

Official website navigation and content

OPPORTUNITIES:
Stockists for high-end brands

Increase in marketing through google ads and instagram ads 
Increase ecommerce revenue through improving customer service on the website as well as 

exciting promotions 
Collaborations with other designers of  similar style

THREATS:
Increase in innovativeness and technology in fashion industry

Slowing retail economy
Cheaper alternatives for high end fashion



MITTERNACHT.

{LINEUP}

“There is no exquisite beauty...without some strangeness in the proportion.”

-Edgar Allan Poe
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Quill Cape with rusted button in wool blend
#F15501

Broad collared blouse in mudsilk organza
#F14301

Rounded hips tapered skirt in cotton silk
#F12201

Look 01

MITTERNACHT.

{DETAILS}





Faceless coat with rusted button in wool blend
#F15502

Long cuffs puffy sleeved blouse in mudsilk
#F14302

Front slit skirt in mudsilk
#F12302

Lengthened pants
#F11201

Look 02





Grandma’s face coat with rusted button in wool blend
#F15503

Rose lined dress
#F12401

Look 03





Face coat with rusted button in wool blend
#F15504

Rose lined poet blouse in mudsilk
#F14403

Rust dyed skirt in silk cotton
#12203

Look 04





Long face coat in cotton silk
#F15205

Rust dyed Swarovski dress in linen viscose blend 
#F13102

Look 05





Long face coat in cotton silk
#F15205

Rust dyed Swarovski dress in linen viscose blend 
#F13102

Hand-dyed lengthened pants in cotton silk
#F11202

Look 06





MITTERNACHT.

{TEXTURES}
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Cotton Silk in Black



Mudsilk Organza

Cotton Silk in black







Wool and Polyester blend

Wool and Nylon blend



Rose lined mudsilk

Cotton silk in off white







Silk crepe

Linen Viscose blend





Silk Douppani



In Collaboration with Swarovski



Since 1895, founder Daniel Swarovski’s mastery of  crystal cutting has defined the company. 
His enduring passion for innovation and design has made it the world’s premier jewelry 

and accessory brand. Today, the family carries on the tradition of  delivering extraordinary 
everyday style to women around the world.

Swarovski had been kind enough to provide crystals for Mitternacht AW18.
Having been always influenced by Victorian culture, the use of  pearls to outline the shape

of  the human eye was inspired by mourning jewellery.
As people from the period often had painted eyes of  their loved ones cast onto pieces of  
jewellery with pearls outlining the shape of  the eyes, these jewellery pieces served as a 

momento.
With coats containing the silhouette of  faces, especially one with reference to my 

grandmother’s facial features it made sense for me to capture her eyes with the classic pearls as 
I enjoy sentimental value in inanimate objects.

While the development of  rust was a huge part of  this collection,
Swarovski crystal fabrics enhanced the idea of  birthing rust as it was intricately cut into shapes 

of  the rusted fabric stains.
Small flat back pearls, crystal hotfix and crystal globe beads were further

added to this rusted ‘painting’.

BRIEF INTRODUCTION.



-“A diamond for everyone.” 

-Daniel Swarovski
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The birthing of  rust through Swarovski.
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In Collaboration with Takasago for

‘FORGOTTEN”
{Eau De Parfum}



Takasago International Corporation was founded in Japan in 1920. For more than 95 
years, Takasago has developed flavors and fragrances for some of  the world’s most 

successful food, beverage, fine fragrance, household and personal care products. Takasago is a 
leading global company especially in the Asian region.

Takasago had been kind enough to craft an Eau De Parfum scent for Mitternacht AW18, 
titled For go t t en .  With multiple discussions and smell tests, we arrived at a dusty nostalgic 

scent. It was crafted to suit the wearer of  this specific collection, visualized to be someone who 
values sentimental objects as well as an eye for antiquity. 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION.
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Forgotten encapsulates memories lost through time. Still air trapped in retrogradation fills  
up the room with a blend of  familiar scents; dusty, smokiness of  the cabinet that contained 

aged books forgotten, deep resinous vanilla of  the fabrics that clothed your deceased soul and 
the unexplained spiritual plane. 

The fragrance conjures a vintage fusion of  bergamot freshness that intertwines with blue 
chamomile flowing in to an opulent black lily accord. At the heart of  the fragrance, Iris 

blooms, night jasmine and ginger root pulsate with signature before fusing with the soul of  
the composition, the antique Indian sandalwood, chipped cedar, patchouli, dried vanilla pod, 

espresso and smokey musk.

FORGOTTEN.
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  Top:          Bergamot, Chamomile

Middle:    Ginger, Jasmine, Orris

        Base:        Vanilla, Sandalwood, Patchouli, Cedarwood, 
   Powdery, Ambery, Coffee, Musk
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